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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates,
Historic Widespread Flooding in the USA, The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/ Embedded
Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border, Against the 5G
Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 5G &
6G Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For the New Zealanders
(especially the Christians) to wake up and push back against all their freedoms
being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the
witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Pray against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the
plans & wickedness of high level politicians like Jared Kushner, Nancy Pelosi,
Chuck Schumer and Maxine Waters, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place
Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe,
America and Canada, The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders
worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of
all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT
movement and the normalization of pedophilia and the sexualization of the
children to be stopped, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and
adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For the eradication of all adult
and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned
deep state & Muslim false flag events, , the Chateaux Des Armouis AKA the:
“Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”. A short list of the
institutions which are now run by Satanists who despise God and Christ:
--The Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president--Hollywood,
Netflix, Amazon Prime and all of the dominant streaming content producers--The
pop culture music industry--Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and all the tech giants--Modern medicine, which feeds on baby parts
while pushing vaccines that contain aborted human fetal tissue (turning every
vaccine into a cannibalism blood ritual)--The Vatican and the Pope, who is a
direct servant of Satan--Every level of government, from local city councils to the

federal deep state in Washington D.C.--The children’s books industry, including
the Harry Potter series--The global banking cartels, which are all owned and run
by pedophiles and child blood harvesters--Universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
+1+ On the Brink of World War III--Updates
UNDER ATTACK: U.S. EMBASSY IN BAGHDAD - HEAVY MORTAR FIRE
The UNited States Embassy in Baghdad, Iraq is under attack at this hour, being
hit by numerous barrages of heavy Mortar fire.
This is a developing story as of 1:51 PM eastern US time. Sirens heard across Green
Zone, Baghdad. Numerous blasts heard.
Arab media beginning to report Katyusha rockets hitting the vicinity of the Green
Zone in Baghdad.
Eyewitnesses: Falling shells and air raid sirens sounding in the vicinity of the US
Embassy in Baghdad
URGENT: U.S. Marines not only defending Embassy, but deploying with
helicopters and HumVee's to CAPTURE attackers. "Any proof of Iranian
Involvement means immediate war."
2:04 PM EDT -- Iraqi security forces have closed the green zone and are now
combing the area
Mortars reportedly fired in the Green Zone of Baghdad which mostly has foreign
embassies and government buildings. Blasts heard around the US embassy.

US two days ago had asked non-emergency staff to leave Iraq and advised US
Citizens to avoid travel.
2:07 PM EDT -- Iran Militia publicly threatening to Kidnap and Kill USA citizens in
Iraq.
CONFIRMATION THAT US EMBASSY WAS TARGET OF ATTACK
Direct remark from active government Intelligence asset: "Soleimani's "Badr
forces" are already known to be behind the attack. Now we need to be able to
PROVE it. Once proof is in hand, Iran is going to be hit so hard, the world will
tremble in fear."
Additional PUBLIC Updates will appear below . . . .
2:13 PM EDT -- President Trump has reportedly been briefed by the NSA. (SIGINT)
Emergency briefings at Pentagon NOW (2:17 PM EDT) [This is HIGHLY unusual.
In fact, it pretty much NEVER happens. Something very, very big is taking place right
now . . . .]
2:22 PM EDT -- John Bolton arriving at the White House right now
Incident apparently over for now. All quiet. Investigation continuing.
COVERT INTEL (PENTAGON)
Pentagon Sources in a position to know, have just told me directly "For Iran's Soleimani,
today is "strike 3:"
1. Tankers bombed at port in United Arab Emirates
2. Oil pipelines in Saudi Arabia bombed by Drones, AND;
3. Today's attack in Baghdad
Same source says "The fat lady
is about to sing for Iran . . ."
3:03 PM EDT -- IRANIAN
BACKED MILITIA RELEASE
FOOTAGE CLAIMING
ATTACK ON US EMBASSY..
Iranian-backed Shiite militia
affiliated Aletejah TV release
first footage of rocket attack
on US Embassy in Baghdad
(Hal Turner Remark: They're
now openly admitting it was an
Iran-backed attack.. )
First imagery of US Embassy
after Mortar/Rocket attack an hour ago:
3:10 PM EDT -- It is confirmed that IRGC Quds Force was behind the rocket attack
at GreenZone of Baghdad during which rockets/Mortars fired by IRGC-backed
militias hit in the vicinity of the US Embassy. IRGC owned Aletejah TV released
the first footage of the attack.
Comment: The Quds Force is a unit in Iran's Revolutionary Guards (IRGC)
directed to carry out unconventional warfare and intelligence activities and
responsible for extraterritorial operations.[3] It is commanded by Major General
Qasem Soleimani.

3:50 PM EDT -- The rocket launch pad used to launch a rocket against the Green
zone in Baghdad tonight targeting the U.S Embassy, was placed on the service
road in front of the Technological university in Baghdad.
4:38 PM EDT -- I am now able to publicly quote Iraqi army spokesman Maj. Gen.
Rasool: A Katyusha rocket landed near an aircraft museum less than a kilometer
from the American embassy. According to Arab sources, the area is controlled by
Shi'ite militias supporting Iran.
@realDonaldTrump: If Iran wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran.
Never threaten the United States again.
7:22 PM EDT -- The Khatam al-Anbia Air Defense Base in Tehran is on standby for
any possible US retaliation for earlier attack in Baghdad.
(Hal Turner Remark: Uhhhhh, Gee, if Iran had nothing to do with Mortars and Rockets
being fired at our Embassy in Baghdad, then WHY would they put an air defense base
on alert for possible retaliation? Because IRAN DID IT. They're tacitly admitting it by
putting their air defense base on alert. The US should hit them with a military strike.
Hard.)
7:26 PM EDT -- Reports that after a three hour meeting. Assessment is that Tehran
directly ordered rocket fire at the Green Zone.
FIRE AT CHLORINE PLANT IN NEW JERSEY MAY HAVE BEEN IRANIAN TERROR
ATTACK INTENDED TO KILL THOUSANDS
A factory in Kearny, New Jersey which manufactures chlorine and other
disinfectants, suffered a catastrophic fire last night, with local authorities in
nearby Jersey City, Hoboken and New York City ordering residents to stay inside
and close their windows. Now, authorities are quietly saying the fire was no
accident and are looking at whether Iran or its proxies intended to cause a
massive release of Chlorine Gas to murder tens-of-thousands in northern New
Jersey and New York City? According to one Investigator, it LOOKS like whoever
perpetrated this focused on the factory instead of the liquid chlorine storage tanks
nearby. That potential mistake saved upwards of a million lives.
Had liquid chlorine begun pouring out onto the ground, it would have begun
evaporating into Chlorine gas, which would have been carried by prevailing
winds, and which would have killed anyone who came in contact with it. As
winds carried the gas eastward, many of the 300,000 residents of Jersey City, and
100,000 residents of Hoboken would have been killed within minutes. As the gas
crossed the Hudson River into Manhattan and even into nearby Brooklyn,
hundreds-of-thousands more would have been killed as well.
"This would have made the attacks of 9-11 look like a kid's game" said one
investigator.
"One breath of this would severely burn the lungs of anyone who got a whiff. The
human body's response to such chemical burns in the lungs would be to flood
the lungs with water, thus causing victims to foam at the mouth and ultimately
drown on their own body fluids within minutes."
In fact, anyone who merely walked near the fumes would have found themselves
almost instantly BLINDED as the chlorine hit their eyes. "They'd be instantly blind

and choking to death on chlorine. Bodies would have piled up on the streets" the
Investigator continued.
Extremely High Military Activity over Persian Gulf Saturday - UPDATED 9:06 AM-threat DANGER is reported quote "off the scale" UPDATE 10:51 -- FAA issues
global pilot warning "Military action" in Persian Gulf. . .
Saudi-led Gulf states approve deployment of US troops in the Gulf region
DAMASCUS UNDER AIR ATTACK - AIR DEFENSE MISSILES LAUNCHING - SONIC
BOOMS EVERYWHERE!
FLASH: KUWAIT MOVING TO "FULL WAR FOOTING" AFTER BRIEFING BY US
OFFICIALS
Miles of Armored Military--This just happened in CA! LΑSΞRS, MICRΟWΑVES and
D.Ξ.W.s..
Army Colonel Warned of False Flag to Start War with Iran Before US Blamed Iran
for Attacks
*When It Will Start*Leave Iran & Iraq Immediately*No Fly Zone Coming*Israel
Strikes Damascus*
Play to 6:32: https://youtu.be/Z-EHTNJgw2c
Has Trump Been the Victim of a Coup?
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Sunday, May 19, 2019 - 15:24.

Has President Trump been deposed? Has he been the victim of a coup? If not,
please read the following and help me make sense of what is going on. And
please spare me the "be patient with Trump he has a plan". His term is well over
half over and it is time to act.
Is John Bolton the new President? Please consider the following:
12:27 p.m. EDT --U.S. begins deployment of ***ground troops*** to Saudi Arabia.
2:29 p.m. --Bahrain issues another statement talking of very grave developments
today in the region.
2:30 p.m. --Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has called urgent meetings (rare on a
Saturday) with key US politicians and officials. They are being referred to as
crisis meetings. Further meetings hurriedly being coordinated with international
allies for later today.
----- Forwarded Message ----Date: Sat, 18 May 2019 11:55:40 -0400

Subject: 11:35 Update -- Extremely High Military Activity over Persian Gulf Update
10:46 a.m. EDT -- IRGC chief: Iran is in a full intelligence war with the United
States already.
Update 11:35 a.m. -- Dozens of Iranian families, some of them officials, entered
Iraq during the past two days and settled in Kadhimiya and Karbala in
anticipation of a possible US strike.
Update 9:23 a.m. EDT --Bahrain foreign minister warns of "critical and dangerous
developments unfolding in the region."
Covert Intel
For about twelve seconds today, "someone" secured "target lock" on each vessel
in the USS Abraham Lincoln Aircraft Carrier Strike Group operating in the Arabian
Sea/gulf of Oman.
At this time, no one knows who obtained the target lock because the signal
stopped before triangulation could complete.
Obtaining a "target Lock" with fire control radar is "an act of war" and when any
military vessel is on the receiving end of such a target lock, the Rules of
Engagement make clear they are free to engage . . . because only seconds after
such "lock" might they be on the receiving end of hostile fire.
Someone is playing a deadly serious game with our military and it is exactly this
type of foolishness that could lead to the accidental start of war.
This info comes to me from a known source, who works for a foreign
government, with whom I spoke personally, minutes ago.
I have many more of these communications which indicative of a nation
preparing for war.
If the President has been deposed and a coup has been initiated, we can expect
that right before hostilities break out, that this country will go under martial law.
In order for that to happen the country must be put in a state of unparalleled
crisis. What will it be? None of us who are not on the inside can be sure and not
even insiders know what will transpire. I have learned from previous insiders that
when a false flag is initiated, there are often several false flags planned. This is
done to keep the legitimate authorities guessing as to what is the real target and
it gives federal law enforcement agencies too much ground to cover.
I don't know what false flag attacks will be used to put America under martial law,
but I can reasonably speculate as to the range of events and I can state with
confidence that we will not see one false flag attack, we will see several. Here are
my top candidates if this is indeed where we are headed.
 The Oroville Dam fails and a million people are in peril. Agricultural losses,
combined with Midwest flooding will make food prices unaffordable for
most. Controlling the population through food is a popular means to
introduce control and incarceration as leverage. Further, the UN will have
an excuse to enter America disguised as a benevolent humanitarian force
to impose fake medical martial law. Don't forget that on April 9, 2019, the
Washington Post exposed the fact that the UN was providing
"humanitarian" training to the newly formed Mexican National Guard.
These could be the new FEMA camp guards. Also, the loss of 30% of the
nations retail following an Oroville collapse would indeed collapse the

economy and Adam Schiff tipped his hand when 4 days ago he warned
against an economic collapse.
 A Tet Offensive style of terror attacks will occur all across the nation.
Remember, it was just 5 days ago, that the FBI stated that they found an
ISIS training base camp in Alabama. There are dozens just like it all across
the country.
 According to two federal agents at the border, there are now 20 cases of
confinement for insurgents diagnosed with Ebola. Will they be
weaponized?
 We have reliable reports which indicate that 8,000 Spetsnaz are in America
and their speciality is taking down the grid.
 As I wrote this past week, Pence is forced to resign because of his
misdeeds in Indiana and Trump is deposed. Subsequently, Pelosi assumes
command of the Presidency and will initiate martial law and FEMA camp
detainments for deemed dissidents. This will be expanded upon in Part
Two.
There are literally dozens of these types of scenarios that could bring down our
country.
I think we must all agree that even if the President is not the subject of a
successful coup, we must admit that he is either a fake plant by the Deep State or
he is deeply compromised. Consider the following:
 If the President it going to have a realistic chance to win the 2020 election,
he must restore the power of his base centered in the Independent Media.
He has done nothing to enforce federal law against the big tech companies
that are illegally censoring the alt media. Richard Sauder writes emails to
me on a regular basis telling me how full of crap I am with regard to
believing in Trump. Perhaps he's correct. Many in the alt media no longer
believe in Trump for this reason. They are afraid to say so because they
don't want to lose their following consisting of many people who believe in
Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and Donald Trump.
 Trump clearly has lost control of the Pentagon as witnessed by their
mutiny at the border and ongoing preparations for WW III against Trump's
wishes. This could be the muscle behind the coup.
 As Trump attempts to bring the economy under control, why is military
spending continuing at record rates? This is clearly a President who is not
in control of military spending. Beware of the military industrial complex,
right Mr. President?
 Why is the President being allowed to destroy free trade agreements with
China? If he is controlled, this would piss off the elite. However, if one is
planning war with China, who cares about free trade agreements at this
point? Allowing Trump to do this, pacifies some of his base and adds to
the globalist deception.
 I have been stunned as AG Barr appears to be taking on the Deep State.
However, if one slows down and looks at Barr, he has done nothing but
make noise. In basketball parlance, he has delivered a lot of head fakes, but
he has not scored even one basket.

If the President has been deposed, who are his handlers? This is easy to
anticipate. They would be Bolton and Pompeo.
I could go on and on America. We, as a nation, have been deplatformed. We have
no leadership.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/activism-conspiracy-economics/has-trumpbeen-victim-coup
Alternative Scenario--REPORT: Iran War "rollout"
David Goldberg has already been proven exactly right on his past predictions on
the Iran War have just put out shocking new information from his Whitehouse
sources. These liars in our government and fake news blamed Iran for the recent
tanker damage which was utterly ridiculous and fake. American planes were
seen flying over the tankers! They said the damage was Iranian divers planting
explosives and then said it was from Iranian drones! These demons never stop
lying to start wars. The very bad news is they are now planning something much
bigger like a dirty bomb that will be blamed on Iran to get the American people
behind the war! They know they have to do something very big now.
Play but mute 3:38: https://youtu.be/KTPNznPxK9s
On Tue, May 14, 2019, at 12:28 PM, Julie wrote:
Hi Scott, Thought you would be interested to read what is happening in New Zealand.
Do they not have more important investigations to carry out???
Blessings, Julie
-------------------------------Police In New Zealand Looking To Make Arrest of a Christian Who Left A Chick
Gospel Tract About Islam And Muslims Called ‘Men Of Peace’ In Mailbox
Police have taken fingerprints and have canvassed the neighborhood to try and identify
who delivered the material. The Pamphlet appears to originate from American
evangelical Christian Jack Chick, who was known for his anti-Islam, anti-Judaism, antiCatholic cartoons. The New Zealand Muslim Association president Ikhlaq Kashkari says
he's pleased the police are taking it
so seriously. Mr Kashkari says we
must remember these are just fringe
elements. Police are urging anyone
with similar concerns to contact them
and say they are taking the matter
seriously.
by Geoffrey Grider May 12, 2019
Jack Chick, before his death, dealt
with many topics and warned people
about the counterfeit Christian church known as Roman Catholicism, warned people
about the LGBTQ, warned people about all sorts of topics. Chick also produced many
tracts warning people about Islam and Sharia Law. Someone in New Zealand handed
out some of these tracts, and now they are wanted by the police.

“Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord. If
they have persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my saying,
they will keep yours also.” John 15:20 (KJV)
Do you get the sense that the wide-open window we have enjoyed for so long is
starting to close? I do. Yes, this story takes place in New Zealand and not in
America, but guess what? America is a kitten’s whisker away from turning
Socialist. Could I see Americans in America arrested for handing out gospel
tracts if the Democratic Socialists get power? I absolutely do! Read the story
below and click on the link to read the new Chick tract on Islam in its entirety, and
then ask yourself if it hate speech, or is it the gospel?
This article refers to people who hand out gospel tracts as ‘fringe elements’ and
‘extremists’, and calls for them to be locked up. Locked up for handing out gospel
tracts. The door is closing people, and it’s closing fast. Like we always say, if
you’re looking to get something done for the Lord, do it soon.
Police investigating after anti-Islam leaflets dropped in Auckland
NEWSNOW NEW ZEALAND: Police are investigating the distribution of anti-Islam
material in Auckland letterboxes. She was so concerned about the material she
took it to police. “I think they are taking it serious, they came immediately,” she
said. Before the Christchurch terror attacks, she’d never seen such material. Mt
Roskill is one of Auckland’s most diverse suburbs.
Police have taken fingerprints and have canvassed the neighbourhood to try and
identify who delivered the material. The pamphlet appears to originate from
American evangelical Christian Jack Chick, who was known for his anti-Islam,
anti-Judaism, anti-Catholic cartoons.

CLICK TO READ THE CHICK GOSPEL TRACT ‘MEN OF PEACE?’
The New Zealand Muslim Association president Kashkari says he’s pleased the
police are taking it so seriously.

Mr Kashkari says we must remember these are just fringe elements. Police are urging
anyone with similar concerns to contact them and say they are taking the matter
seriously. READ MORE
Oroville Dam is Damaged Beyond Repair Could go at Any Time—Last Ditch
Efforts Being Implemented
Sunday, May 19, 2019 12:31
All eyes are on Oroville Dam this
week, as record rainfall is predicted
and Orville Dam is already beyond
repair and estimated 97% full.
I have organized the latest reports
on dam conditions, weather
conditions and Live Stream Videos
in the advent of a major catastrophe
this week.
The Dam Area is expected to get 12″
of rain this week. If this happens it
will be a tragedy. Many are watching and waiting to see what happens. Specially
those that live in the area. Will the dam finally burst?
I can hardly believe that I am worried about this from 6,500 miles away and yet
this is not even being discussed, except by a small number of concerned citizens.
They could be labelled as “conspiracy theorists” were it not from an absolute dire
report by top forensic engineer, Bob Bea.
Such voices always go unheeded by the non-entities that run the show. I also put
this in the context of the crumbling infrastructure in the USA. After almost 20
years of constant wars it would take 80 years to correct just the crumbling
bridges.
That doesn’t take into account all the nuclear power plants and the dams – and
the list goes on. Can you recognize a predicament when you see it?
Play: https://youtu.be/v05-MEKlc7s
Video complication: https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/prophecy/2019/2505799.html
Are The Clintons Involved In Child Sex Trafficking?
Play: https://youtu.be/Zh7lT3NqM9w
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for May 13, 2019
Show Highlights:
 The speech police have a new communist phone-app to turn in patriots.
 +2+ Canada forcing parents to promote transgenderism to children.
 The dangers of political correctness.
 There are many Jihad training camps in the USA.
Play from 21:00 to 45:05: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/051319.mp3
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for May 17, 2019
Show Highlights:



Hunger Games movie discussed. One thing more effective than fear to
control the masses is false hope.
Play from 10:15 to 23:06: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/051719.mp3
Q Anon – The Plan to Fool the World!
It is about having exposed the people who make up Q anon as running a psy-op
with the primary intention of making money:
Play to 9:45: https://vimeo.com/288449099
Related: Caution language: https://youtu.be/fu4pt-KMppM

Here Are Loads of QAnon Predictions That Have Failed to Come True
Last updated 2018-08-27 Jason Reed/The Daily Dot
They don’t make very good prognosticators, whoever they are.
Since exploding on the conspiracy theory scene in October 2017, the selfproclaimed Donald Trump administration insider who calls himself “QAnon” has
made a great many predictions of what will be happening next, from specific
incidents taking place on exact days, to general claims of great events to come.
Most recently, Q’s drop of Aug. 19, Drop #1926, kicks the can down the road for
when the supposed “Great Awakening” of unsealed indictments and mass
arrests will take place, citing several Trump executive orders as proof.
If Q’s latest prediction holds with the rest of
them, the deep state has nothing to
worry about, as most of QAnon’s
predictions have fizzled out with
virtually nothing happening. Indeed, the
predictions have gotten vaguer, content
to mostly forecast things happening
“next week” or “soon.”
But it wasn’t always like that. In fact, Q kicked off his prognosticating with a bang,
using his first few dozen posts to spin an elaborate conspiracy theory that
continues to be cited today.
Drop #1 on October 28th 2017 “claimed that “HRC extradition [was] already in motion
effective yesterday with several countries in case of cross border run” with Drop #2
alleging “HRC detained, not arrested (yet)” and that there would be “massive riots
organized in defiance and others fleeing the US.”

After a stretch of posts full of rhetorical questions and vague claims, Q used Drop
#15 to predict that John Podesta would be indicted on Nov. 3, and Clinton aide
Huma Abedin indicted on Nov. 6.

Drop #16, posted the same day, claimed that “Friday & Saturday will deliver on the
MAGA promise” with a thorough house-cleaning of the government. That Friday,
Nov. 3, saw the president leave for a tour of Asia, and no firings, but the
predictions continued.
After a series of vague insinuations about the National Guard being activated in
various major cities (which was not true), Q again claimed in Drop #25 that proof
of his predictions would “begin 11.3.” Again, the only significant event of this day
was the president leaving for Asia.

In Drop #32, Q claimed that the “initial wave [of arrests] will be fast and meaningful,”
with many members of the media “jailed as deep cover agents.”
Finally, Drop #34 unveiled a host of predictions for what Q claimed would happen
imminently. He claimed that “over the course of the next several days you will
undoubtedly realize that we are taking back our great country.” He claimed that
everything he’d been talking about in secret “will then be revealed and will not be
openly accepted,” resulting in “public riots.”
Q claimed that because of the imminent unrest of Nov. 3 and the announcement
of John Podesta’s arrest the next day, “a state of temporary military control will
be actioned,” and that “we will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System
(EMS) during this time in an effort to provide a direct message (avoiding the fake
news) to all citizens.”
Drop #38 continued with the conspiracy fantasizing, predicting “other state actors
attempting to harm us during this transition,” along with “increased military movement,”
“[National Guard] deployments starting tomorrow, and “false flags.”
As part of the “imminent event” of the 3, Q claimed in Drop #44 that “before POTUS
departs on Friday he will be sending an important message via Twitter,” used Drop #47
to warn his readers to “be vigilant today and expect a major false flag,” and claimed in
Drop #55 that President Trump would unleash the massive military purge (now
nicknamed “The Storm”) with a tweet reading “My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon
us…….”

Q continued to ratchet up the tension, predicting in Drop #61: that there would be
“Twitter and other social media blackouts” that would accompany the massive deep
state purge.
Finally, in Drop #65, Q claimed “it has begun,” with Drop #67 predicting that news of
John Podesta’s military plane being “forced down” “will be leaked” with a prominent
“fake news anchor” being pulled off the air.
Needless to say, none of what Q predicted in his first 60+ posts took place. The
National Guard was never called up, mass arrests never took place, Hillary
Clinton and John Podesta weren’t detained, Donald Trump never sent a tweet
mentioning “The Storm,” and the Emergency Alert System wasn’t activated.
But that didn’t stop the movement.
However, Q seemed to learn from his mistakes and mostly stopped making
specific predictions about events to come, shifting to vague statements about
world events, terror attacks, and political intrigue.
On Dec. 10, Q predicted in Drop #326 that “false flag(s)” would occur, with “POTUS
100% insulated” and to “expect fireworks.” Q believers seized on a partially detonated
pipe bomb at New York’s Port Authority Bus Terminal, and Q took credit the next day for
“thwarting” the attack.
In Drop #647, Q seemed to predict a major event involving the Department of Defense
for Feb. 1, calling it the “[D]ay [Of] [D]ays.” Nothing of note happened either to that
agency or the federal government in general that day.
A few days after that fizzled, Q insinuated in Drop #700 that the weekend of Feb.
10 and 1 would be a “suicide weekend” for individuals targeted by the president. There
were no high-profile suicides by public figures that weekend.
Drop #796 was a post full of quasi-military chatter that seemed to predict a possible car
bombing in London around Feb. 16. No terrorist attack of any type happened in London
at all that month. Etc. etc.
- https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/qanon-failed-predictions
Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for May 16, 2019
Show Highlights:
 America Will Lose The Trade War Because That Is What Globalists Want To
Happen
Play from 3:31 to 17:03: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/051619.mp3
https://healthmasters.com/ted-and-austin-broer-radio-show
It’s time for the Patriot Movement to wake up to the truth about Trump’s foreign
policy
Posted on May 15, 2019 by State of the Nation
State of the Nation, our partner site covering national news, posted a prescient article in
May of 2016 titled: Trump Was Chosen
To Implement The Nuclear Option—
To Declare A US, Inc. Bankruptcy .
Many folks felt this was our best
piece on a Trump presidency

published 6 MONTHS BEFORE HE WAS EVEN ELECTED.
Now here we are witnessing an unparalleled and epic trade war with not only
China but also with every nation not aligned with the Zio-Anglo-American Axis
(ZAAA). Really, how’s that gonna end for the USA?! By the way, all indications
are that this Escalating Trade War With China Will Not End Well or Quickly.
Here are two other recent reality checks about this intensifying trade war that the
Patriot Movement must understand:
 Trade War With China Heats Up—No End In Sight
 This Tariff War Will Only Get Uglier, American Consumer Suffers the Most,
More Farmers Will Go Bankrupt
Lest anyone underestimate the resolve of China to win this trade war, the following
short analysis makes clear the forces at work: It’s War! An All-out Trade War Between
the U.S. and China. This same article reveals Trump’s determination not to back down
one iota. Where’s this going to end for the entire global economy except at the bottom
of a downward spiral trajectory.
SOTN has also noted several times the parallels between President Herbert Hoover,
who was wrongfully blamed for the Great Depression, and President Donald Trump,
another businessman outsider, which are both striking and undeniable.
Everything points to the great likelihood that the New World Order globalist cabal
has set up the global monopoly game board so that when this game is finally
over, and it will be fairly soon, Trump gets all the blame.
The globalists have been planning a controlled demolition of the Global
Economic & Financial System (GE&FS) for many decades and Trump was
selected as their fall guy for the final breakdown.
Not only is Trump quite experienced with bankruptcies (at least four) he will
predictably play the part he was chosen for given the fact that he has quite
purposefully surrounded himself with Goldman Sachs financial terrorists and
Neoliberal economic hitmen and Neocon Zionist warmongers.
See: Trump Foreign Policy Completely Hijacked By Neocon Zionist Cabal
In fact, the cast of characters is now in place throughout the Trump
administration so that when the Federal Reserve does crash and burn the U.S.
economy, and Jerome Powell was specifically installed for just that purpose, the
Second Great Depression will proceed in earnest.
Of course, there are many contributing factors for this eventuality, one of the
most influential being the utterly degenerate state of American politics. The
political establishment and legal class have both created a body of laws that are
anathema to good governance. The power elite have completely torn up the
foundational documents written by the Founding Fathers. In so doing they have
set the nation on the road to utter collapse … but with highly purposeful design.
That globalist design is now being played out in the form of an unprecedented
trade war. The incessant economic sabotage and financial terrorism being
inflicted by the TPTB against their manufactured enemies, is likewise a key piece
of the NWO agenda to bring the world economy to a state of paralysis so that the
Luciferin controllers can provide the perfect solution after the problem of global
economic depression predominates.

Of course, their clandestine goals are becoming more apparent by the day—a one
world currency, a one world religion and, most significantly, a One World
Government. Their first goal is the establishment of a single digital currency via
blockchain technology as well as the creation of a cashless society worldwide.
However, there are some crucial steps in this clandestine scheme to stealthily
foist a One World Government on the world community of nations that must take
place. These are explained in this critical exposé titled: THEIR FINAL SOLUTION:
Market Crash, Dollar Collapse & World War 3
Report Shows Almost HALF of All Federal Crimes Committed by Illegals Alien
Invaders in 2018
ICE TO MOVE 225,000 ILLEGALS ACROSS COUNTRY
THOUSANDS MORE TO SOUTH FLORIDA
Air Marshals Are the Latest Officials Diverted to the Border to Handle the Surge of
Illegal Migrants
The Texas Fake-Marriage Scam: A Free Pass Into America
Border Patrol: Apprehension Numbers “Off the Charts”
Homeland Security Releases 9K Illegal Aliens into U.S. in 8 Days; 1.1K Released
Every Day
Serial Killer in Texas is Illegal Alien from Kenya — Accused of Murdering 12
Elderly Women in Dallas Area (Video)
WHERE IS THE "ACTIVE DENIAL SYSTEM" FOR BORDER PROTECTION?
Trump Fraud on Immigration Issues Handing Permanent Power to Democrats
President Trump campaigns like a populist but governs like a globalist, and he
has conducted a great bait and switch fraud upon the American public regarding
the immigration issues American voters list as their greatest concern. Each night,
the thousands of illegals being assisted into America by the US Border Patrol and
Department of Homeland Security increase the chances Trump loses in 2020 and
Republicans lose control of the US Senate because there are no safeguards to
prevent illegals and non-citizens from voting in US elections. Most Americans
Still Don't Know That Our Border Patrol Agents and Troops are Escorting Illegals
Into America under Trump's orders! There is simply a Yes or No box on the voter
registration forms, and DMV display screens asking, "Are you a US Citizen?" and
anyone who says "yes" gets a voter registration card because no government
agency checks the federal citizenship databases on the county, state, or federal
level. Non-Citizen voters are already putting Democrats in power in many states,
counties, and districts without the slightest hindrance or knowledge of
government employees and elected officials.
Sen Graham Spills The Beans on Kushner Bait & Switch Amnesty Scam--Tough
enforcement talk now, Amnesty slipped in later With President Trump expected to
make a speech to push an enforcement-only immigration plan to the American
public today to shore up his base after coming under severe criticism for broken
immigration campaign promises by ALIPAC, notorious pro-Amnesty Senator
Lindsey Graham has spilled the beans about the new Kushner bait and switch
Amnesty scam afoot. Senator Graham acted surprised by Presidential policies of
catch and release for illegal aliens at his press conference yesterday, although

that ridiculous presidential program has been used since early in the GW Bush
administration. Graham inferred many times that he planned to push an
enforcement-only bill with the hopes the Democrats would strike a deal to include
Amnesty for millions of illegals later on to assure passage of the bill later. Most
members of the American media are giving Trump, Kushner, and Graham a free
pass on this overt hypocrisy and duplicity by not reporting on the new secretive
Amnesty law in HJ Res 31 that protects millions of illegals from deportation
through September of this year. For more information about how Trump,
Kushner, and Graham are working to scam conservative voters on immigration
again as part of a bait and switch plan to deliver on the globalist agenda of
Amnesty for most illegals, or more information on the Amnesty legislation these
three snuck into law on Feb. 15, 2019, please visit www.ALIPAC.us.
Even though Trump has done everything in his power to legislatively incentivize
Illegal aliens pouring over the border!!!! President Trump Plans to Invoke
Insurrection Act (Akin to Martial Law) to Remove Illegal Aliens From United
States…
President Trump is planning on invoking the Insurrection Act to remove illegal
aliens from the Unites States.
The Daily Caller’s Amber Athey reported that multiple senior Trump
administration officials said President Trump will soon invoke the “tremendous
powers” of the act to get rid of illegal aliens leeching off the fat of the land.
“We’re doing the Insurrection Act,” one official said. Under the Insurrection Act of
1807, the president has the authority to use the National Guard and military in
order to combat “unlawful obstruction or rebellion” within U.S. borders. The act
was last invoked in 1992 by George H.W. Bush to quell the Los Angeles riots, and
was also used by Eisenhower in 1957 to enforce school desegregation in the
south.
An official expressed concerns that Trump’s use of the act’s powers would face
legal challenges, pointing to the lawsuits against the president’s travel ban from
majority-Muslim countries. However, as the official noted, the travel ban
ultimately prevailed in the Supreme Court.
PRESIDENT KUSHNER: AMERICA'S BIGGEST ANTI-TRUMPER UNVEILS HIS
PLAN FOR AMNESTY
+3+ Deadly-Disease-Carrying Immigrants Crossing the Border In Record Numbers
Saturday, May 11, 2019
There are diseases crossing the Southern Border of the United States. As we are
seeing with the mainstream media, google is purposely covering up this fact.
Both the MSM and Social Media is complicit in the coverup.
I conducted an internet search using the following search term:
“Immigrant diseases crossing the border “
The results were dramatic. Every single
listing on page one of the Google inquiry,
using he search phrase, mocked or denied
the fact that immigrants are, in deed,
crossing the border and spreading disease

and viruses for which we American have no immunity. Below are the results of
the coverup by Google as listed on page one of a search engine inquiry. See this
link: https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-health/deadlydisease-carrying-immigrants-crossing-border-record-numbers
Today's danger of spreading pandemics, at the southern border, has been
multiplied exponentially simply because of the great increase of numbers at the
border. As the CSS has previously reported, 20 Congolese immigrants were
detained for suspected Ebola. At least three of them test positive and now they
are missing!!!! This occurred in April of 2019.
Breaking Headlines:
Over 1% Of Guatemala, Honduras Have Crossed US Border In Last Eight Months:
DHS…”over 4 million Guatemalans who intend to migrate to the United States”
Illegal Immigration at 9X the Rate of 2017, Projected to Outpace Obama…”about
863,000 border apprehensions are expected for Fiscal Year 2019.”
Migrants Apprehended At Southern Border Top 100,000 For Second Consecutive
Month
DHS Releases 7.4K Illegal Aliens into U.S. in Six Days; 1.2K Released Every Day
Exclusive–Kris Kobach: U.S. a ‘Sinking Ship’ with Mass Immigration Crisis
ANOTHER record month for illegals...
Border Patrol Agents Contracting Illness...
Only 13% of Migrant Families Attending Deportation Hearings
The fear among federal employees is that immigrants are going to become a kind
of suicide bomber. They will be infected and intermingled among large population
groups inside the United States.
Presently, we are shipping potentially disease ridden populations to every major
metropolitan area in the United States. The illegal immigrants normally spend
about 24-72 hours in detention and are released through the use of tax-supported
public and private transportation and are subsequently delivered all over the
country. Local officials, attempting to find housing for these illegal immigrants,
are making use of closed schools and abandoned buildings. This places our local
communities in direct contact with the immigrant population which will increase
the rate of the transmissibility of these diseases and viruses. Further, as these
illegal immigrants are landed in our international airports, they are having
transmissible disease type contact with regular travelers who will become
potential carriers to their points of destination. If you are old enough to remember
the movie, Outbreak (1995), then you already know where this is headed.
Play: https://youtu.be/Mj9SUJdpJS4
Conclusion
This is only the bare tip of the proverbial iceberg. America stands defenseless
against the omnipresent danger. The Democrats demand that we should be
forcibly vaccinated, but they refuse to screen disease carrying immigrants for
diseases for which Americans have no immunity for many of these bordercrossing diseases.
Considering the fact that the Border Patrol and ICE arrested 100,000 in April
alone, the problem is going to grow to epidemic proportions.

Meanwhile, the MSM constantly minimizes the danger and mocks a concerned
public.
From Google in response to a search engine inquiry about diseased immigrants:
Migrant caravans won't bring disease — anti-vaxxers will - The Verge
https://www.theverge.com/.../public-health-infectious-disease-migrant-caravanpolitics...
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-health/deadly-diseasecarrying-immigrants-crossing-border-record-numbers
From: John
Sent: Wednesday, May 8, 2019 9:22 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment: Trump - We should have seen this coming
Hi Scott, Since you have been reading out and receiving some weird emails lately, I
might as well carry on this new tradition in a certain degree of jest but also some
seriousness.
…we sooooo should have seen through this Man.
Like the Trump was in deep with the big money from day one.
He was/is a loud mouth braggart who proved to be a bad steward of money but kept
getting access to more money.
The few people I know who messed up…and went bankrupt, never truly recover.
This dude keeps popping back up.
Just never made sense to me, I knew someone had to be helping him back in and of
course you later revealed who. Satan Inc.
With women he was/is pretty much Ted Nugent circa 1968-1985 but in a suit...
I think in Trumps head there is a permanent loop of Ted Nugents most vile lyrics playing
and he believes every woman is desirous of him.
The dude has always been unable to accept his baldness so as a slicked down
combover wasn't good enough for him, he designed and developed the now world
famous comb-over-forward-around-swishy.
Most people I know considered him a bad joke but some like his tv show which i can't
recall ever watching.
Before everyone jumped on the Trump Train, the whistle had been blown several times
showing he gave like 83-93% of all his political donations to the demonrats each year
and the small remaining percentage to the republicrips.
I was thinking at the time that he was obviously a life long democrat. People were
saying he had got sick of them and now wanted to restore America.
Videos were shown of him talking about things decades ago that made him sound
conservative, but his lifestyle at the same period of time was that of a womaniser.
Again with a Nugent reference....Trump was also a lot like Nugent in the way that
Nugent talks about guns and freedoms, but many people pointed out that once those
dramatic things are spoken about and people were super pumped and ready to vote for
him, but no one bothered to listen to everything else that came out of his mouth
previously that showed the guy is closer to a democrat.
Again, Trump uttered great sayings to appeal to the conservatives and watchmen but
his donation record showed a different man with a diametrically opposed ideology.

In the end, people saw what they wanted to see.
Trump is the great reflection of the historical success of their little g god,
America.
Trump, the American Dream...(to own a stretched Cadillac Limo, have millions of
dollars and update your wife when the older model gets boring, plus test drive as
many other models as you want, whenever you want, without your wife leaving
because she needs you more than you need her).
Trump, this lover of his own self, a proud boaster, heady, highminded, a lover of
pleasure who had shown no interest in God until election time.
Suddenly after years of being a man whore, he's converted in the presence of
Paula White?!?!
He even said he didn't think he had anything to ask forgiveness for?!
There ain't no conversion happened there!!!!
His womanising was legendary. The dude represented what America has become, not
America the great.
He represented the bad America. The one where men are not the husband of one wife.
The one that doesn't stand when a woman walks into a room. The one that doesn't read
its Bible and believe every word. The one that sold the family farm for that condo at
Malibu and that 1980's Porsche Turbo with the whale tail rear wing.
He represents the "every woman is available, regardless of age or marital status"
America.
The America that rarely exports missionaries anymore but instead has slowly
corrupted the world with exports of porn, starting with magazines and onto video,
dvd and then the internet. That has corrupted the world with Hollyweird and decades
of God hating music from groups who never should have been promoted in a God
fearing nation.
He represents the covetous America, the flashy America, the America that’s lost its soul
and moral compass, but still harps on about "American Exceptionalism".
The America that tells other nations they must allow sodomite marriage or remove laws
making it a crime to sodomise or indulge in unnatural affection.
Trump is that generic businessman extra in a Motley Crue, Poison or RATT video. He's
the dude in a penguin suit in a stretch limo acting like Ted Dibiase. The one having his
way with the young women who have left their Christian home and rejected their
parents, looking for their big break in a big city thinking he's their meal ticket.
He's the corruptor, the user, he really is 2nd Timothy 3 v.1-7.
2Ti 3:1 This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.
2Ti 3:2 For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud,
blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
2Ti 3:3 Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent,
fierce, despisers of those that are good,
2Ti 3:4 Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God;
2Ti 3:5 Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn
away.
2Ti 3:6 For of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead captive silly
women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts,
2Ti 3:7 Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.

2Ti 3:8 Now as Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses, so do these also resist the truth:
men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith.
Need I go on.
Even those of us on the other side of the world...we all prayed because we knew
Hillary was a devil. We knew her history, we'd seen her hate, we knew she is a
witch and we knew she would be Barry Soetoro on meth.
We knew it just couldn't be allowed to happen.
We knew the remnant, the true God fearing Americans, could still stand up and be
heard.
We had our guns taken in very dubious false events and we know what its like to be
unable to defend ourselves. That even if we had a gun, if we defended ourselves in our
own homes we would go to prison for life.
We knew our American Brothers and Sisters are the last place they need to take down
and they need those guns gone before that can happen.
So we prayed for a reprieve, a chance to allow breathing space to get things back on
track.
Sadly, now I think we have been taken in by an actor of the highest skill level. We
forgot or ignored his past in order to feel like we had stopped the wrecking ball
called Hellery.
But we got deceived and the truth is undeniable now.
The synagogue of satan jews want to destroy the west.
They want to take away our security and our standard of living.
They want us to beg for an end to all of this so they can eventually reveal the man
of sin as their awaited saviour who will fix everything.
We never know who the antichrist is going to be (and there has been so much
speculation about that over the years that its not worth discussing) but boy oh
boy does it feel like with the number of closed eyes right now plus the coming
"peace plan", we are certainly on the cusp of something and I have a strong
feeling that its not going to be good.
When people like Carl Gallups of PP Simmons ministry (who used to put out good stuff)
now regularly sends out emails about what a great job Trump is doing and what a
great man he is, you really have to say "how can a preacher who has done so
much good be so blind".
Stay Strong my Brother, your work is very important and the night is coming so
your efforts will be helping educate and save the last few before the Ark door
closes.
Best Regards,John
------------------------------------Reply: From: Scott Johnson
Sent: Wednesday, May 8, 2019 4:08 PM
To: 'John'
Subject: RE: Trump - We should have seen this coming.
John: Wow!!! Great points and to be honest I had not put all that together but it is yet
one more aspect to the corruption and moral decline Trump fully embodies!!! I like the
Ted Dibiase (AKA The Million Dollar Man) reference: Ted Dibiase Million Dollar Man

Theme and it makes sense that good ole Trump was active in the pro wrestling scene.
Donald Trump entrance theme - Money, Money, Money
What a perfect venue for this sociopathic narcissist: Donald Trump Opens Raw - 6-222009 Raw
I mean this garbage is beyond comprehension, this took place in 2011 (and at least till
2013) and now he is the president!!: The Battle of the Billionaires takes place at
WrestleMania 23 <<All I can say it that V. McMahon must of really been desperate
for money. God bless!
--------------------------From: jjjrac@
Sent: Wednesday, May 8, 2019 5:43 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Listener Comment: Trump - We should have seen this coming
I had been thinking about it more and more lately and praying about everything so then
it all just fell into place yesterday.
He's just like this pop culture icon that's been around a long time.
It's weird that everyone knows him, he's had his face in the public eye for perhaps
4 decades with no shame when he has failed.
Buildings he has bought or built have sometimes had his name plastered all over
them as a "look at me" self promotion thing.
Trump equals Money, Sports, Excess, Rockstar Attitude, Promiscuous Women
and the list goes on. There are probably a lot of people who think the Jimmy Carter
era finally killed the once great America and since then this cockroach Trump has been
partying his way through 4 decades of decadence, living off the back of a dying
Republic.
That's no different from a democrat and it's actually how many have become.
How many people will be made to quickly push their faith aside in order to keep a
job or continue to receive govt benefits.
Once this narcissistic oaf fully reveals his left wing agenda, will we not see persecution
like never before?
His whole life has been whoredom and anti-God, so when will the true Donald J Trump
be revealed?
The LOVE of money is the root of all evil and the man's theme song is money money
money money money......
Commander in Cheat: How Golf Exposes and Reveals Trump’s True Nature
Donald Trump loves golf. He loves to play it, buy it, build it, and operate it. He
owns 14 courses around the world and runs another five, all of which he insists
are the best on the planet. He also claims he’s a 3 handicap, almost never loses,
and has won an astonishing 18 club championships.
How much of all that is true? Almost none of it, acclaimed sportswriter Rick Reilly
reveals in this unsparing look at Trump in the world of golf.
Play to 4:19: https://youtu.be/kOIslrNRkno
https://www.veteransnewsreport.com/2019/05/14/commander-in-cheat-how-golfexplains-trump/
The Banishment of Donald Trump's Older Brother

https://www.henrymakow.com/2019/03/The-Banishment-of-Donald-Trump-OlderBrother%20.html
Mossad Blackmail-Israel Has Trump Right Where They Want Him
https://www.henrymakow.com/2017/12/Tempering-our-Expectations-ofTrump%20.html
Listener Comment On Trump’s Penthouse Decor
On Wed, May 8, 2019, at 11:05 PM, Julie wrote:
Hey Dr. Johnson.
Also, I read this comment on FB.
"did you know that Trump has Apollo sketched across the ceiling of his
apartment, with two Masonic pillars, and a statue of Zeus....the NOAHIDE Law is
based on the same principal, as the Phoenix....God is both male and female, but
one body, two heads, just like a Phoenix, a bit complicating, just seen the Video,
a mix up of all sorts, pagan, Babylonian, religious nonsense!!...I had never
thought, Prophecy WOULD unfold in this way, the Murals at Denver Airport show
Christianity put to sleep, by a young girl, in a coffin, holding a cross on her chest,
so it was their plan all along, fulfilling Bible Prophecy....."
Speaking of this, are you familiar with the Noahide laws?
That's going to be a big deal I think and bad for Christians...
Thank you!-Julie
Noahide Laws of the AntiChrist & Hebrew Roots
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8grxuBn1jM

